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President says...
Members,

● The testing of the Membership Renewal
capability for the web site has completed
and you should receive a renewal email
“shortly” (or may already have) – please
complete your renewal as soon as possible

● The next Coolana Bush Care session
will be on the weekend of 23-24 June
and we will be spending some of the
$20,700 Grant money we were recently
awarded – we will again be “shouting”
the Workers drinks on the Saturday
night. Please book in with Bill Holland
HPh 4296 3084 or/ M 0418 210 290 /
billholland@bigpond.com , and if anyone
needs transport assistance to/from please
indicate this)

Ian Wolfe

● The NSW Nordic Ski Club are planning
to have two XC skiing instructional
weekends, one for new starters (ie can
already ski to a basic level) and one for
skiers with more experience – and
have kindly extended an invitation to our
Members to “top up” their numbers - the
details are in the Activities Program

● Whilst the Winter Activities Program
has a large number of walks on it we
need some more overnight Q Walks and
also so some plain overnight walks on
the weekends that are a bit “thin” – can
Leaders please look at “filling the
Gaps”?
on the Mountain
Ian Wolfe

● The Conservation Agreement for Coolana
has been signed, sealed (really) and
delivered – and we await receipt of the
94% reduced annual Council Rates Notice

● 5 adult female Brush Tailed Rick
Wallabies were recently released into the
Kangaroo Valley community (a couple of
kms upstream from Coolana) to augment
the existing population and to introduce
greater gene diversity. These females
came from the breeding program that the
NPWS has had underway for a number of
years. These new Wallabies have a radio
collar and this will be used to gain more
information on their behaviour patterns in
the specific locale of the Kangaroo Valley.

● Some Leaders and Members have taken
up the subsidy we have put in place
for attendance at a First Aid Course
(we pay the entire Registration Fee) – now
that it is getting colder, this is potentially
a good time to do such a course? – please
look at your diaries and refer to: http://
www.sbw.org.au/content_common/pgsbw-first-aid.seo in the Members area of
our web site

● The BWRS Navshield will be held
on 7-8 July with the usual 1 day
and 1.5 day events – this is a great
opportunity to enhance your nav skills
and embrace “challenge” – and we will
fund the registration fee for all active
Leaders. Refer: http://www.bwrs.org.
au/?q=NavShield
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Committee Member Contacts

Members are welcome to contact the following officers on club matters:
President:
02 80871825(w)
02 99043370(h)
0413662370(m)

Ian Wolfe
president@sbw.org.au

Vice President:
02 99572137(h)
0408210552(m)

Margaret Carey
vicepresident@sbw.org.au

Treasurer:
02 89202386(h)

Leigh McClintock
treasurer@sbw.org.au

Secretary
& Public Officer:
02 8212 5468(h)

Helen Lalas
secretary@sbw.org.au

Activities Secretary:
0404776221(m)

Jason Lorch
activities@sbw.org.au

Membership Sec:

Sue Bucknell
membership@sbw.org.au

New Members Sec:
0299601640(h)

Vivien de Remy de
Courcelles
newmembers@sbw.org.au

Communications Sec: Shahram Landarani
communications@sbw.
org.au
Skills Enhancement
Sec:

Richard Darke
skillenhancement@sbw.
org.au



Editor’s Note
Dear Members,
Just getting into the swing of things after a monthlong holiday in the US. Spent a week each in
Yosemite and Shenandoah National Parks, which
were stunning and full of bears. It’ll be very relaxing
to walk in NSW and not worry about getting mauled,
acquiring Lyme disease, or getting itchy poison ivy.
The newsletter has a couple new monthly features
you might be interested in. First, there’s the ‘New
Members Column’, which highlights one new member each month (thanks to John for being the brave
first!). We also have a ‘Tracks & Access Report’ by
David Trinder to keep you posted on track closures
and park updates. Finally, there’s a charity section at
the end featuring a charitable outdoor activity each

From the Committee Room
●
●
●
●
●
●

Testing of the new online web functionality
A range of Coolana related matters
Debriefing of Skills enhancement activities
“Business As Usual” management of Finances & New
Members etc
Formally approving the Coolana Conservation Agreement and the Biodiversity Grant documentation
Representation to the Kosciusko Huts Association
AGM

Please welcome the following new members!
● Charmian Seil
● Virginia Waller
● Catherine Omal
● Nicky Williams
● Barbara Gray
● Melanie Ng
● Michael Cook
● Geraldine Vaughan

Renee Gruber

month. Additionally, I’m continuing to play around
with layout and design, so please send along your
likes and dislikes!
As mentioned in the weekly email update, I’ll be relocating to Perth to do a PhD in marine science starting in August. Fieldwork is on the Kimberley coast
and Ningaloo Reef, which will be very exciting (and
sharky!). Stay tuned for information on your new
editor and even more high-tech updates.
In other news, if you are so inclined but haven’t done
so already, send a letter to your local Member telling them what you think about shooting in National
Parks.
Best,
Renee (editor@sbw.org.au)
aim of ensuring pleasant and safe experiences for all
Members. We noted that in the last year we had:

● Consolidated a very comprehensive approach for
paddling: produced and revised the manual, self assessment process, and advanced technique workshops

● Refined and enhanced the approach for canyoning: skills workshops, a mentoring and accreditation
pathway for potential leaders

● Upgraded and piloted the approach for trip leadership via: conducting Leadership Workshops, issuing
an enhanced Leader Handbook and Leader Aide Memoire Cards to take on trips

● Upgraded and released a refreshed Prospective
Handbook

● In conjunction with the Coolana Sub Committee,
crafted and released a set of Usage Protocols including
a risk assessment covering the range of activities at
Coolana

● Consolidated the comprehensive approach for
Visitors under 18 yrs old attending club activities

SBW 2012 Risk Review
The Committee
At the 3 May Committee meeting we conducted the
annual “Risk Review” of the totality of the Club’s activities. We are required to do this as part of compliance with Confederation’s Risk Policy and the Insurance assessment process. However, it’s a good thing
to do in any case, as it helps to check that our processes are adequate, that they are working, and to identify
potential areas for continuous improvement, with the



On the whole, the review confirmed that matters are
being appropriately addressed. However, drawing on
the review of the activities in the last year (and actual
incidents), we did identify the following areas for further enhancement. We ask that Leaders and Members
seek to implement these measures:

● Ensure that all “incidents” are recorded and
reported in the Activity Report Form (even if
seemingly trivial) – as this “puts it on the record” and
allows the Committee to detect trends and for this to
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trigger further refinement. By way of example, on one
of my Easter trips a Member cut his hand and this bled
profusely. We applied First Aid, had a rest, and then rechecked that he was OK before proceeding. This was all
written up in the Activity Report.

● By their very nature, activities in the outdoors have
many dynamic factors operating at once. Our Leaders are
pretty good, but they are not perfect nor omnipotent, and
the total party needs to work together to help manage
risks. If Members are concerned about something that is
occurring on a trip, they need not to “suffer in silence”
but rather bring it politely to the attention of the Leader.
Then the party can address the issue and (in particular)
the more experienced Members can provide advice. Most
of the time this will yield a very good result, and the party
can work together to address the issue.

New Member Profile
John Flint
Occupation: IT Consultant
Age: 48  
Suburb: Castle Cove

● If a Member is still not happy, they should politely
and un-emotively advise the Leader (so that there are no
“surprises”). After the trip, if the Member still thinks
that this is a matter of importance, they are actively encouraged to phone the Activities Secretary, who will then
dialogue the matter with the Leader to get the other half
of the story, and then craft a resolution (often a Leader
will have drawn upon their in-depth expertise to quite
appropriately “make a decision”, and the reasons for this
may not be clear to less experienced Members). If necessary, a Member can also write to the Secretary to bring
the Committee’s attention to the matter. These “checks
and balances” are a proven, empathetic (and if necessary
and appropriate – confidential) and professional way of
ensuring that matters are properly addressed and not left
to fester.

● Throughout the trip, regular counts need to be conducted to ensure that everyone is still with the party
(especially at track junctions). As appropriate, a
“Sweep” or “Tail-End Charlie” should be appointed, and
in adverse conditions “Mates” also be appointed. Then,
at the end of the trip, a final count should be conducted
before the party disperses, and the engines of all Cars
started before anyone leaves. The tendency for “Gallopers
heading for home on the final stretch” needs to be sensitively contained! [Be aware that there is apparently a
level of perception, by people outside of the club, that we
have a reputation in this regard (?)]

● If a Member is moving away from the party,
for any reasons even for a seemingly short period,
please tell someone (preferably a Leader). This avoids
ending up being “lonely”!
Given the vast range and volume of adventurist activities
that the Members of SBW regularly engage in, we have a
very good safety record. Our means of dealing with incidents as they arise, our comprehensive procedures, and
our annual review all combine to ensure this good record.
Please be alert on trips, and actively contribute to
a safe and enjoyable experience for all.
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How long have you been bushwalking and what got you
started?
We used to go regularly to Newnes when I was growing up.
As a group of kids we used to roam far and wide and go on
some quite adventurous walks or just enjoy camping in the
bush. That is where I think I first found a love with the bush.
Later as in my teens and 20’s used to walk and camp with
friends. Then gave up walking and just went car camping as
my children were growing up and recently just returned to
walking in the bush and found joining a group the best way
to do it now.
Which walking area has been your favourite so far and
why?
Ask me in a few years time and see if I have a new favourite
but I am going to be really lame and just say Garigal National
Park. It is just down the road and I could be a million miles
away. There aren’t challenging walks but it is just nice to be
in a great natural environment so close to home.
What’s at the top of your walking to-do list?
Just as soon as I joined SBW I have been posted to Malaysia,
so my current aim for later this year is to climb Mt Kinabalu
which at 4095 m is the highest mountain and located in Malaysian Borneo. I have done one jungle trek so far and it was
very different from what I have experienced around Sydney.
What are your passions besides bushwalking?
I like snorkelling and spearfishing. I don’t catch many
fish but like the feeling of freediving in the underwater
bush.



Club Communications
Update
Shahram Landarani

If you have noticed recently, the club is now communicating with the members using two different channels.
1. MAILCHIMP is used by the communications and
activity secretaries for formal ‘Short Notice Walks’ and
‘General Updates’. Please send your short notice walks
to:  activities@sbw.org.au in order to be included in the
next Short Notice Walks update. Club members are not
able to send updates through this channel unless it has
been first sent to activities or communications secretaries.
2. GOOGLE GROUPS is an informal “members to the
club” channel that enables members to update the other
members of the club (i.e., suggestions of walks with
photography options or asking for help in identifying
a photo). If you would like to update members with
something which is neither a Short Notice nor ‘formal’
send your email to sbw27@googlegroups.com. Any
Short Notice Walk (regardless of being sent to Google

Groups) will be published via Mailchimp. In order to
reduce the time and effort required of our volunteers,
Short Notice Walks over Google Groups may be decommissioned.  
Please note that anybody who is not interested in the
informal updates of the other members can un-subscribe from Google Groups and still get formal updates
through Mailchimp. Additionally, please do not ‘replyall’ on Google Groups if you don’t think that the reply
is related to the entire club; send the response to the
sender only.

Have you seen the latest Colong
Foundation Bulletin?

If not, you can download it from the Colong Foundation website at:
http://www.colongwilderness.org.au/
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New Leader Walk and
Workshop 28 – 29 April
John Kennett

If you are aspiring to be a leader, DO THIS! Speaking
as a trainee, this was a fantastic weekend.

obvious landmarks to guide us. To our credit, we only
got moderately lost.
Other training covered snake bite, medical emergencies, flooded river crossings, heat stress, hypothermia,
bush fires, dealing with cliff lines, camp craft, emergency communications, managing expectations and
personalities … conflict resolution (hahaha) etc.

The facilitators have a wealth of experience to impart.
Awesome! Almost intimidating! Lead by the Wolfe
Man, the team included Mike Arnott, Ian (Ross) Thorpe
and Richard Darke, with Jim Close providing a cameo
role (included for his GPS and acting expertise), plus an
“observer” Jeff from the Brisbane Waters club.
The participants were treated to two days of continuous
training that began at the meeting place and was still
going on when we climbed back into our cars. The walk
itself was only easy-medium but I was shattered by
Sunday afternoon, such was the intensity of the learning experience.
We were told : “this be canyon country “; we were not
disappointed. Along the way we visited the marvellous
Wollangambe and Goochs Craters, enjoyed a wonderful
walk up a gorge in the Wollangambe River, and a great
night in an isolated camp cave.

Ian says we are going 180 degrees the wrong way

Each of the facilitators performed what I call the “Rabbit out of a Pack” trick. How can these guys walk with
lighter, smaller packs than me, but keep pulling things
out of their packs I didn’t bring? Luxury sleeping mats,
ropes, extra Happy Hour treats, alcohol, etc. It’s a
mystery.

They made us study even at morning tea

Each participant took turns leading the walk for a
segment, with a 2ic and a Tail End Charlie. Various
challenges were thrown at the leaders that sometimes
we handled well, sometimes not so well. In my case it
certainly helped to have a good 2ic (thanks Richard).
There was lots of emphasis on navigating, using the
compass, estimating times and distances, and taking
into account the effect of changing terrain. To make
things a bit more fun, we were thrown in the deep end
and asked to navigate through thick bush without any
The Sydney Bushwalker - May 2012

Roll call in the camp cave

A special mention for Mike Arnott who in an effort to
be an authentic accident victim, struck himself on the
forehead and drew blood. Very convincing.
Thanks again to the organisers – you were awesome!
The Trainees : Lisa Sheldon , Calogero Panvino, Richard Quinn, Brian McGrath, John Kennett



Easter Walk on Mt.
Genowlan

On Sunday we did a return trip to Point Hatteras, from
where there are more great views.

Nigel Weaver

Mt Genowlan is in a Reserve just outside the Gardens of
Stone National Park. It is about five or six kilometres
north-east of the tiny village of Capertee, which is on
the Lithgow-Mudgee Road.
On Good Friday our group started walking from Airley
Gap, which is at the base of the south-west corner of the
mountain. The climb was steep, and the track became
indistinct and difficult to follow in the higher areas.
Eventually we threaded our way up and around the base
of various pagodas, and came out on top of the mountain. There we were rewarded with great views over the
lands to the south, including a grand vista of Pantoney’s
Crown.

Enjoying view on Pt. Hatteras (S. Landarani)

We also looked at the adits of an old diamond mine
– the “diamond mine in the sky”! The afternoon ended
with two short thunderstorms, but by then we were
safely ensconced back in the safety of our cave from
where we could look out on the pouring rain while
cooking dinner.

View from Mt. Genowlan to Patoney’s Crown (D. Bell)
We made our way to a large cave located in a narrow
gully on the mountain, and set up camp there. On the
Saturday we did a wonderful return trip northwards to
Genowlan Point, from where there were magnificent
views of the Capertee Valley and the surrounding hills.
There were pagodas galore along the way!

Safe and dry in the camp cave (S. Landarani)

On the Monday we made our way back down to Airley
Gap, and finished a lovely weekend with lunch at the
Royal Hotel in Capertee.

Pagodas galore and Genowlan Pt. in distance (D. Bell)
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Easter Walk in the
Kangaroo Valley
Ian Wolfe

Day Trip – Mt. Carrialoo to Mt. Moollatoo
We walked up the hill on the McPhails fire trail experiencing the 4 distinct changes in vegetation types before
finding the side track up to the rock scramble. Mornos
was held at a great view spot looking over the length of
the KV. Then we walked across the plateau to the trig
point picking up the track to the NW corner – this is a
very spectacular spot with towering cliffs descending
from the large rocky platform. We enjoyed the extended
views to the south and west before finding the descent
pass (marked by a cairn and an orienteering marker at
the top). Whilst spectacular, this was fairly straightforward and only needed a hand line for one spot.
The traverse around the Wombat Walk was OK (as long
as you have one leg longer than the other) until we got
close to the ridgeline heading off to Mt. Moollatoo when
it got “a bit thick”. By thinking like a Bull Dozer (i.e.,
imagining that we were big and yellow with immense
power), we got through this and then walked along the
undulating ridgeline. This was quite pleasant as well
but did have some thick sections which slowed us down.
We had a late arvo tea on the summit of Mt. Moollatoo
and enjoyed the views.

Initially the descent was very pleasant walking down
the ridgeline on the cleared boundary but then we ran
into a 200 m section of tall weeds that necessitated
reversion to Bull Dozer mode before we debouched on
the Farmer’s cleared paddocks. These fields were on the
top of cliff line which is not shown on the map – due to
it being later afternoon we wimped out and followed the
Farmer’s zig zag trail down through the cliffs to then
link back up with our route and attain the cars in the
dusk. We celebrated a long but good day with a meal in
the pub before heading back to Coolana to camp.
Overnight Trip – Woodhill to Yeola in the Upper Kangaroo Valley
Having done the big car shuffle we were dropped off at
the start of the track to the Drawing Room Rocks. This
is the bridle track that the German settlers in the late
1800s used to get their diary produce out of the valley
and then on to the rail terminus at Kiama. It’s a gentle
climb with some zig zags with a number of fortuitously
placed vantage points to have a breather en route. The
final viewing platform is a large rock shelf with great
views down along the coast and to Pigeon House on the
horizon.
Then it got a bit interesting – we did find the track
50% of the time that links up to the southern most fire
trail from the Barren Grounds. This got us to another
nice view spot for 2nd morning tea. The walk across
the southern sections on the spongy fire trail afforded
extended vistas of this unique landscape and its prolific
bird life. We linked up with the Barren Grounds circular walk and descended to the Natural Stone Bridge
(which would be a great spot for a swim in summer in
the large pools).
In order to link up with the plateau of the Budderoo
National Park we swallowed our principles and walked
on the tar for a few km (there was nowhere else to go!).
Budderoo is another expanse of scenic upland moor
with interspersed forest. That night we camped beside
the creek that flows over Gerringong Falls and enjoyed
a magnificent full moon being reflected in the sparkling
pools. Next morning we enjoyed the falls with their
precipitous leap in the awesome pit below.
Then it was up the old fire trail and across the creek to
link up with the farmland paddocks – as these are really
just fenced bits of the moor, and were noticeably absent
of stock, this was quite relaxing walking.

Easy walking on soft grass
The Sydney Bushwalker - May 2012

Then the leader had a “brain snap”. “We can leave our
packs here and do a short side trip out to Moonshine
trig point which will give great views across the Upper
KV”. Well there were great views – but the “short” bit
was pure “Moonshine” as the trouble was the 200 m of
thick hakea that bordered the cliff line....he found a way
around, but through thick banksia....(but he had to shed
blood to get there).



Shoes off for the river crossing

Enjoying the views
Reunited with our packs we proceeded N to the top of
Ebb’s Pass. We had a nice lunch in the rainforest gully
and then zig zaged our way down through the rock
bands. Another section of rainforest was traversed to
debouch onto the Farmer’s paddocks – we wandered
along through lush fields winding our way down to the
river where we met Tess Heighes and thanked her for
granting us access (we had rung her up beforehand).

The river was forded before getting back to the cars, and
the trip concluded with a pie at the Barrengary Post Office (AKA the World’s best Pie Shop).

Communications problems with the club???
Would you like to change your mailing address??? Don’t know who to contact??? Please use the contacts
below to resolve any problems you may have!
Mailing list - join, not receiving, problems???
Contact communications@sbw.org.au
Website - contributions, suggestions, errors???
Contact webmaster@sbw.org.au
Address and email change???
Contact databasemanager@sbw.org.au

Need your SBW website login details???
If you’ve forgotten or are not sure what your website login details are, please email the SBW web administrator at webmaster@sbw.org.au to obtain them. You may also request to reset your login details by suggesting
a Username and Password that is easy for you to remember. Please provide your first name, last name, and
address in the email so that your identity as an SBW member can be verified.

Interested in catching up with the Tiggers?
The Tiggers (younger walkers <40 years old) get together monthly to discuss walking, have a beer, see a film, go climbing, etc. Join the email list and hear about our social activities by emailing Caro Ryan at justshootme@ozemail.com
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Carrabeanga Falls - The trip that defied physics!
Rachel Grindlay

Rachel on the wide ledge below the fourth abseil, looking across to the Cloudmaker Massif
Originally this trip was scheduled for Nov 2011, but a
week of heavy rain leading up to the trip (including on the
morning we were meant to start) meant we did Dione Dell
instead (for pictures of an exciting descent of Dione Dell
in high water, see Smiffy’s photos). Rescheduling to May
meant we would have less daylight and lower temperatures, but fortunately the forecast for the weekend was for
fine weather, if a little chilly.
Leaving Sydney on Friday night, we made good time to
the Kanangra turnoff, stopping for dinner at the Lawson
Pub. Conversation at one point turned to Rich’s beloved
Newcastle United, and the “The goal that defied physics”
against Chelsea, according to newspaper headlines. The
phrase would continue to be pulled out for the rest of the
weekend.
The car thermometer hit a brisk -1 C on the Kanangra
Road, though the still air made it seem warmer. At one
point we came to a complete stop as a Tawny Frogmouth
had taken up residence in the middle of the road and was
not inclined to move. Tom had to get out of the car and
walk up to it before it finally decided to fly off into the
darkness.
Our first democratic decision of the trip was to decide
whether to camp at the King Pin Fire Trail or at Boyd River
Campground. Arguments were advanced for each, but as
in any good democracy, it was the leader who got what he
wanted with a firm statement about camping at the fire
trail being “quicker to pack up in the morning”’. As if the
leeches had heard us, they quickly welcomed us while we
set up our tents.
My alarm went off at 6am, while it was still dark, and Tom
and I started packing up. An hour went impossibly quickly
(defying physics?) and to Rich’s disappointment we were
already running 15 minutes late as we set off at 7:15am.
The fire trail to Mt. Thurat made for quick, easy walking
in the crisp morning air, and we picked up 5 minutes on
Rich’s solo trip from last year. Rich said this would allow
two photo stops, for the benefit of inveterate snappers
Tom and Smiffy.  
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With the benefit of Rich and Smiffy’s recent Davies Canyon
trip, we had no trouble picking up the various footpads
through the banksia scrub across the top of Mt. Thurat,
and we were soon heading down Burra Gunama Ridge.
It was 9:15am as we reached the top of Carrabeanga Falls,
with everything falling away in front of us. The whole of
the Gangerang Range was laid out across Kanangra Creek,
from Crafts Wall down to Gabes Gap, and up the various
mountains and knolls to Cloudmaker high on the skyline.
Below us, the water tumbled into the abyss, the vast depths
of the canyon hidden by the trees. We had a quick morning tea, harnessed and helmeted up, then walked around
the first abseil. Not only had we made up our 15 minutes
we were now well ahead of Rich2011 - the benefits of
knowing where you’re going. With three ropes operating,
we made quick work of the next 3 abseils, enjoying the late
autumn sunshine.  
Now it was time for our next democratic decision of the
trip. To go down the left or the right of the main falls? To
go right would be to go with the known route, precisely
documented by Rich on his previous trip. To go left meant
possible penduluming, almost certain camping in the creek
and the makings of an epic. For some reason the vote went
with the right. Where’s the sense of adventure!?  
The main falls drop over 100 m into a vast amphitheatre,
one of the highlights of the trip. After crossing the top of
the falls, we scrambled down to the start of the main drop.
A short abseil to a rocky outcrop is followed by two double
rope pitches. Tom got to go first with some vague instructions about finding a small ledge and a large tree off to
the right. The ledge is certainly not large, and both Tom
and Rich overshot it to a larger ledge and had to scramble
above an exposed drop to reach the next anchor. Rich then
abseiled the next drop single-strand to make space while
Smiffy and I came down the first drop. The walkie-talkies
came in handy for communication and soon we were all at
the bottom of the main drop. Sheltering behind a boulder
from the chill wind that blew off the falls, we had lunch
at the very civilised time of 12:15pm. In the depths of the
amphitheatre, the sun had already set for us for the day.
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had managed to keep my feet dry, so the water felt pretty
damned cold to me. The others, who had been wet previously, assured me it wasn’t really that bad.  
Rich’s pack was not waterproofed, so he’d moved his sleeping bag to the top. Ironically, in the spray from the falls,
that was the part that got the wettest! The main gorge
complete, we left harnesses on and started boulder-hopping and scrambling down the creek. We did one further
abseil (instead of a 4 m slide down a rock) before hitting
Kanangra Creek and our campsite at 4:40pm. There was
still plenty of light left to gather firewood. Amazing -it
was the trip that defied physics! Apparently there are no
reports on the web (and by extrapolation it has never happened) of descents of Carra Beanga that got to Kanangra
Creek on the first day.  Our physics-defying success and
SBW-history making (first trip down Carra Beanga at least
according to the historical walks register) was celebrated
with our customary festival of cheeses and various beverages (port, bourbon & coke, or beer).  
Tom descends on the sixth abseil
We then continued into the gorge with its series of shorter
abseils. Things were going far too well so I attempted to
sabotage the trip on the 10th abseil. After watching Rich
do a dodgy descent taking the rope far away from the natural line and then scramble down the slippery falls and then
hear Smiffy and Tom abseil into a waist-deep pool I naturally decided to re-rig to avoid getting wet. I also managed
to deploy the rope under a boulder and through a couple of
trees in order to make the pull down impossible. Unfortunately my sabotaging was easily undone by Rich who leapt
back up the pitch with the ease of a mountain goat and we
lost only 3 or 4 minutes.  The next few abseil points were
reached through variously dodgy scrambles along narrow/
slippery ledges. Above the last of these, Smiffy dislodged
a boulder that he managed to stop after a few seconds of
panic. This in turn caused a smaller rock to bounce down a
few metres from Rich while he was abseiling. Rich commented on the “large rock” that had fallen - which it wasbut Tom told him that was just the small one! Fortunately
no one was hurt.  
Soon we reached the final abseil in the gorge itself: a 42
m descent down a waterfall into a pool of unknown depth.
On Rich’s previous trip he had carried out some dodgy
manoeuvre that none of us were keen to repeat to avoid the
pool. Tom volunteered to go first, and we were dismayed
to see him appear out of the pool at the bottom looking
very ‘shiny’ with water. Just as he was about to give us the
good news on the water depth the batteries in his walkietalkie went flat. Not that it mattered, since he’d already
told us that he was going to describe it as a shallow wade
regardless!  
I set off next and managed to communicate with him via
hand signals from a lower ledge. In the interest of marital
harmony, he accurately described it as waist deep, but with
a healthy shower from the waterfall. Up until this point I
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Rich below the eigth abseil
The next morning we had a leisurely start getting away
from camp after 9am. The next 3 or so hours were spent
slogging up the Carra Beanga Steeps to Mt Cyclops. The final democratic decision of the trip then needed to be taken.
Rich was keen to head to Mt. Paralyzer so we could sign
the log book. His sell job wouldn’t have got him elected as
there would be no views and we’d struggle to find the log
book. The vote was lost and we headed for the car!  
After passing a CMW party who had come up Paralyser that
morning, we had lunch looking down into Davies Canyon,
before making it back to the car around 3:30pm. As if we
had never left, the leeches were there waiting to welcome
us. We had dinner at “The Lappo” after a very enjoyable
and pretty much incident-free weekend.
These photos (and many more) can be found on Tom’s and
Smiffy’s excellent websites.
The Sydney Bushwalker - May 2012
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Walks and Activities May 2012

Lucy Keatinge

Leaders:
After the activity, please email completed Walks Attendance Form and Activity Report to:
walksreporting@sbw.org.au
Please keep the signature sheet as this is a legal document.
Date, Walk Location & Route

Participants

Correction (reported as a day walk last month)
Sunday 8 - Monday 9 April 2012
Kangaroo Valley - McPhails to Surge Tank Lookout GRADE:
START PLACE: Woodhill FINISH PLACE: Yeola

Ian Wolfe
M222

Woodhill – Walked up the trail to Drawing Room Rocks for great views,
negotiated the scrub 50% on track to the Barren Grounds, very nice walking
across the tops, linked up with the Budderro Plateau, camped near Gerringong
Falls.

P Members
Joanna Penny
Karlie Wilson
Debbe Yeh
Elena Hungary
Lloyd Francis

Next day walked across the plateau to the fire trail, side trip to Moonshine Trig
(some very thick scrub) went N to Ebbs Pass, Descended the cliff lines to the
paddocks in the upper Kangaroo Valley – walked down to Yeola
Friday 6 April 2012 Brisbane Water National Park GRADE M231
START PLACE: Wondabyne FINISH PLACE: WoyWoy

Ondrej Ivanic

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Wondabyne Station - Intersection with GNW
- Great North Walk ( Mt Wondabine (side trip) and Mt Wondabine
campsite ) - Dillons Trail - Woy Woy Station

James Cryer
Lynette Preston
Peter Sternhell
Katka Magova
Cristina Gines
Karen Kool
Clare Holland

Well marked route (follows Great North Walk) w/o hazards but no drinkable
water along the route. Marta and John weren’t aware that there is no road to
Wondabyne and they missed the train from Woy Woy.
Saturday 21 April 2012 Nattai National Park GRADE L213E
START PLACE: Ben Har Farm Wanganderry Rd FINISH PLACE: Ben
Har Farm Wanganderry Rd

Paul Barton

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Ben Har – Pt737 – Look out over Allum
River- Wanganderry Walls – Pt737 – Ben Har

Vivien de Rémy de
Courcelles
Jim Close
A Panopoulos
Glenn Draper
John Kennett

Sunday 22 April 2012 Berowra Regional Park GRADE M221
START PLACE: Hornsby FINISH PLACE: Berowra

Lynette Preston

A great bunch of walkers, all keen to stretch their legs after the week of rain
previously. The group embraced the pace – and kept good time – particularly
on the stretch between Crosslands and the top of the Berowra climb – nearly
miraculous! A thoroughly enjoyable day of walking in good company.

Catharina Muller
Calogero Panvino
Helen Lalas
Mary Liu
Greg Bray
Sandra See
Philip Worledge
Judy Tent
Christian Vallence
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P Members
Alexandra Lazar

P Members
Jehan Hiramanek
David Chan
Elena Bogatova
Edward Squires

P Members
Bev Mackenzie
Alexandra Lazar
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Date, Walk Location & Route

Participants

Saturday 28 April 2012 Glenbrook- Faulconbridge GRADE: L322
START PLACE: Glenbrook FINISH PLACE: Glenbrook

Shahram
Landarani

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Glenbrook Station - Glenbrook Creek - Duck
Hole - St Helena Ridge - St Helena Crater - Lost World Lookout Perch Ponds - Sassafras Gully Creek - Victory Track - Clarinda Falls
- Faulconbridge Station. One big assent (270m). Small off track
section. Swimming opportunities.

Christine McColl
Mary Liu
Sandra See
Kat Duda
Rosetta Lee

When we got close to Duck Hole, Kat sprained her ankle and as a result, she
couldn’t walk in the pace to finish the walk as planned in the day light. So I
decided to make the walk shorter and close to a car accessible road so that if
she felt uncomfortable continuing we would have more choices although it
was adding more bush bashing and offtrack sections. So we climbed up from
Glenbrook creek to find Red Hands Fire Trail and after that had lunch at Red
Hand Cave. Continuing along the track to the causeway which Kat decided to
walk along the road which was safer for her. We continued along the Glenbrook
creek to to the ridge to climb to the station and finished the walk at 4:30.
Saturday Sunday 28 -29 April 2012 Morton NP – Little Forest
Plateau GRADE: M222
START PLACE: Mt Bushwalker carpark FINISH PLACE: Mt
Bushwalker carpark Q walk

Vivien de Rémy
de Courcelles

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Mt Bushwalker car park –Mt BushwalkerGadara Point-Pallin pass-Talaterang Mountain-Talaterang creekCampcave-Return the same way with detour to Ngaityung falls

Emmanuelle
Convert
Scott Kirby
Anthony Anderson
Paul Barton

This walk is what being in a club is all about: sharing experiences so that new
leaders can perpetuate the tradition of visiting walking areas. Tony Manes
showed this route to me on one of his many visits to the camp cave above
Talaterang creek and in turn five members discovered this very spectacular
area on this walk. The weather was perfect to enjoy the many views on Saturday
including a lovely sunset for happy hour. Some excitement was provided in
the form of a small snake slithering over Emmanuelle’s hand at dinner time.
Sunday dawned with low clouds and cooler temperatures but the sun made an
apparition from mid-morning. We missed the very narrow track a few times
over the weekend and got a taste of the infamous local scrubs. The log book
on Talaterang mountain showed several entries from SBW parties led by Tony
or John Pozniak and a couple from Richard Pattison including a solo mission
across and along Pigeon House creek that seemed rather painful.
Saturday 5 May 2012
Blue Mountains National Park Wild Dog Mountains GRADE:
START PLACE: Galong Farm FINISH PLACE: Galong Farm

P Members
Simon Tellam
Maria Trinette
Talisaysay
Stephen Krouzecky
Catherine Omal
Shuwen Qiu
Steven Cox
Edward Squires
Sarah Zong

P Members
Jenna Baril
Stefan Whyte

Chris Dowling
L232

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Galong Fram – Iron monger Hill and Spur
– Coxs River to Merrigal Creek – Brindle Dog Ridge – Mobbs Swamp
– Blackhorse Ridge – Breakfast Creek – Hobbles Spur – Galong
Farm.

Huw ap Rees
Tim Sutherland
Margaret Rozea
Stanley Wong

An enjoyable day in the Wild Dog Mountains with no dramas. Good friendly
group. Weather was excellent for walking; frosty initially then fine and
sunny with the maximum temperature in the mid-teens. As expected it was a
long day; we started walking at 7.55am and finished at 6.35pm. Climbing
Hobbles Spur by moonlight and torchlight was a unique experience. Along the
Coxs River we saw 1 large wombat and no snakes. The height of some of the
flood debris from the recent rains was amazing.
Saturday 5 May 2012
Royal National Park GRADE M221
START PLACE: Engadine Station FINISH PLACE: Engadine Station

Christian
Vallance
Lucy Keatinge
Misako Sugiyama

The Sydney Bushwalker - May 2012

P Members
Elena Bogatonia
Evelyn Subayio
Richard Lall
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Date, Walk Location & Route

Participants

Saturday 5 May 2012
Ku-ring-ai National Park/Berowra Valley Regional Park GRADE:
M221
START PLACE: Mt Kuring gai Station FINISH PLACE: Mt Kuring gai
Station

Richard Brading

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Mt Kuring-gai Station – Cowan Creek –
Berowra – Berowra Waters – Calna Creek – Mt Kuring-gai Station

Graham Byrne
Jan Spencer
Jan Dormor
Ian Thorpe
Karen Kool

This relaxed walk began at Mt Ku-ring-ai Station at 9 am with a stop at the
lookout for a view over Cowan Creek, then descended to walk along the shores
of the creek up to morning at a sunny spot on Waratah Bay which features the
ruins of an old building and a shipwreck of sorts. The party ascended the track
to Berowra, where a few indulged in local refreshments. Luncheon was enjoyed
on a warm rock. We descended to Berowra Waters and thence to the junction
of Calna Creek and Berowra Waters. We encountered a plethora of walkers
in this area, especially teenagers, so guessed that many would be camping in
Crosslands Reserve. The split for the walk up to Mt Ku-ring-ai Station to give
the rabbits an opportunity to test their paces and the tortoises time to enjoy the
scenery. Finish time was 4.30 pm.
Saturday –Sunday 5 - 6 May 2012
Area: Blue Mountains National Park - Coxs River and Wild Dog
Mountains GRADE: M223E

Owen Kimberley

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Six Foot Track from Megalong Road to Coxs
River - junction of Jenolan River - camp 300 metres upstream on
Jenolan River - Goolara Peak - Ironpot Mountain - Ironpot Ridge.

Michele Powell
Catherine Mullane
Don Andrews
Melinda Turner

Beautiful weather. All went well and a good time was had by all. Did not see a
single leech (unlike previous recent walks).
Saturday – Sunday 5-6 May 2012 : Carra Beanga

Richard Pattison

Re-scheduled from Nov 2011 (postponed due to heavy rain). The trip went as
planned, leaving the car at dawn and reaching our campsite at Kanangra creek
at dusk 10 hours and 14 abseils later. An impressive feat, our fast and efficient
party leap-frogged each other on the descent ensuring a comfortable Saturday
night around the fire. A search on Google will uncover around 7 trip reports
from various people – none made it to Kanangra Creek before dark, half having
to spend the night on tiny ledges halfway up the falls. This trip was the first
descent of Carra Beanga in SBW’s history.

Andrew Smith
Tom Brennan
Rachel Grindlay

Sunday 6 May 2012 Kuring gai National Park GRADE: M212
START PLACE; Borogil Place, Terry Hills FINISH PLACE: Church
Point Public Wharf

Roger Treagus

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Terrey Hills – Smith Creek west track –
Smith Creek East Track – Centre Track – Elvina Track – Lovett Track
– Salvations Creek Track – Flagstaff Lookout track – YHA Pittwater
– Halls Wharf – Church Point.

Pamela Irvine
Marina Chan
Joanna Penney
Rosetta Lee
Yeuk Ken Williams
Karen Carkman
Jan McLean

Cloudless sky with 20C. Group was fit and capable for this walk. Route was
50:50 on and off track. This was the alternative route because the primary
route through McCarr Crek Gorge had become difficult after the wet summer.
However old track on the alternative route have deteriorated to the point of
being just a negotiable route. This includes Smiths Creek east track, Lovett
track, Salvation Creek track and parts of the Flagstaff LO Track to the Towlers
Track. Everyone enjoyed the walk, the Prospectives were good. Walk difficulty
increased due to the significant increase in proportion of off track work plus a
re-calculated distance of 17 kms.
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P Members
Robert Ross
Trudy Krajenbrink
Marina Trakas
Barbara Gray
Ros Fenton
Dave McRae
Stephen Krouzecky
Alexandra Lazar
Kerri
Meridith Junor

P Members
Melanie Ng
Michael Cook
Virginia Waller
Peter Cai

P Members
Aoi Eguz
Runen XX
Karolina
Adamczykp
Gillian Whitney
Kim Edwards
Michael Browning
Nicky Williams
Visitors
Will Rogers
Stephen Goldring
James Goldring
Claire Hayward
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Date, Walk Location & Route

Participants

Sunday 6 May 2012 La Perouse to Bondi GRADE: M211
START PLACE; La Perouse FINISH PLACE: Bondi

Chris Birch

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: La Perouse to Cape Banks via Hungry Head
then via the coastal cemetery to Malabar, Maroubra, Coogee and
Bondi

Bill Gibson
Christine McColl
Kathy Gero
Margaret Rozea
Nigel Wingate
Rocio Pizarro
Tim Yewdall

Near perfect weather for this walk along 20 kilometres of the Sydney Coastal
Walk. Those not familiar were impressed with the landscape around Cape
Banks and Little Bay where there were few other walkers (but quite a few
golfers). After lunch at Maroubra we caught up with the crowds, but they were
not sufficient to spoil an otherwise perfect afternoon.
Saturday 12 May 2012
Passes of Narrow Neck: Dunphys Pass and Harmil Ledge Blue
Mountains National Park GRADE: M222E
START PLACE: Green Gully (Carlons Farm) FINISH PLACE: Green
Gully (Carlons Farm)

Tom Brennan

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Green Gully Dunphys Pass - Narrow Neck Fire Trail - Harmil Ledge - Green Gully

Vivien de Remy de
Courcelles
Andrew Smith
Kim Fuller
David Angell
Jim Close

A cool but sunny day in the mountains, ideal for walking. Excellent views
from both of the passes. For a short while it looked like we might be trying
to pioneer a new pass off Narrow Neck down Sliprail Creek.
When we got to Harmil Ledge, we found ourselves following a CMW party doing
the same trip, but from the top. Despite moving fairly slowly, we made it
back to the cars before dark, and were treated to great sunset over the Wild
Dogs.
Sunday 13 May 2012
Kuring gai National Park GRADE: M222E

P Members
Melanie Ng
Michael Cook
Katherine Graham
Jennie Johnson

Paul Barton
Navigation Training

All passed

Anna Thorwart

Sunday – Saturday 13-19 May 2012
Japan Walking Tour
START PLACE Fukuoka FINISH PLACE Fukuoka

Leigh McClintock

The trip consisted of 7 day walks and one overnight walk (staying in a mountain
hut). Each walk involved climbing a mountain. All the walks were in Kyushu,
including one on Yakushima, which is a separate island but part of Kagoshima
Prefecture.

Andrew Vilder
Peter Cunningham
John Harrison
John Kennett
John Flint
Lynette Preston
Julian Martin
Jan Mohandas
Margaret Mohandas
Angelika Langley
Brian McConaghy

Monday –Tuesday 14-15 May: Davies Canyon and Whalania Deep
Kanangra, NSW GRADE: M333E

Richard Pattison

Re-scheduled from Feb 2011 (postponed due to heavy rain). Trip went as
planned, leaving the car at dawn and making Whalania Creek at dusk, camping
just downstream. Amazingly rugged terrain, 10 abseils in total, 3 were 50m+.
We thankfully avoided a chilly swim by mistake, conveniently walking past the
3rd and 4th abseils and abseiling back into the creek further on. We wandered
out on Sunday up Whalania creek and Whalania Falls (very pretty). Thank you
to Don Finch and David Rostron for their valuable advice at the “Big Guns and
Young ‘Uns” night. A video of the trip is here: http://youtube/WZ942yAM2bA
(and it’s excellent, Lucy)
The Sydney Bushwalker - May 2012

Andrew Smith
Sue Bucknell

P Members
Elena Bogatova
Dianne Maslic

Visitor
Alex Vilder
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Date, Walk Location & Route
Saturday 19 May 2012

Participants
Glenn Draper

No other information has been provided

P Members
Almut Pohl
Karolina Adamczyk
John Fitzgerald
Ian Stubbings
Pamela Buchanan
Mark Allas
Julio Rodrigues

Saturday 19 May 2012
Blue Mountains National Park Wild Dog Mountains GRADE:
M233
START PLACE: Carlons Farm FINISH PLACE: Carlons Farm

Chris Dowling

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Carlons Farm - Breakfast Creek – Faithful
Hound Ridge - Blackhorse Gap and Ridge Breakfast Creek BellBird Ridge - Carlons Farm

Chris Dowling
Stanley Wong
Melinda Turner
Tim Sutherland
Huw ap Rees
Melinda Turner

The weather was fine and sunny with the maximum temperature in the midteens; ideal walking weather. After the walk down Carlon’s Creek we proceeded
upstream along picturesque Breakfast Creek to Faithful Hound Gully and
commenced the ascent of Faithful Hound Ridge. Morning tea was enjoyed at
a scenic spot on the ascent. After another steep ascent from near Kennel Flat
we had lunch at the scenic lookout on Mt. Mouin that has views of Mt. Dingo
and Kanangra Walls etc. After the descent of Blackhorse Ridge via the usual
track we commenced the ascent of Bellbird Ridge. At one place on the ascent of
Bellbird Ridge we could hear dogs howling. When we reached the base of the
rock outcrops and cliff line we headed to the eastern side of the ridge because
judging from the topo map the last part of the ascent there should be relatively
easy; however we found ourselves pushing through thick bush at the base of
a significant cliff-line. After we did some backtracking Tim found an ascent
point and helped get everyone up onto the top of the ridge. We enjoyed the
excellent views in the fading light at Bellbird Point and we got back to the cars
just after 6pm. It had been another enjoyable day in the Wild Dogs with a fit and
amicable group.  
Sunday 20 May 2012
Glenbrook National Park GRADE: M221
START PLACE: Springwood FINISH PLACE: Springwood

David Bell

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Circuit walk to Glenbrook Creek including 3
lookouts

Tim Yewdall
Virginia Waller
David Bell
Lloyd Francis
Isabelle Moss
Terry Moss
Lisa Sheldon
Misako Sugiyama
Nima Zarbakht

We enjoyed near perfect conditions for this circuit walk up and down Glenbrook
Creek and tributaries. Two climbs onto the cliffs above Glenbrook Creek to
enjoy the views from both sides of the gorge. Lyrebird call accompanies our
ascent back up to Springwood and we finished with refreshments at the Royal
Hotel
Sunday 20 May 2012
Blue Mountains National Park GRADE: M223
START PLACE: Jamison Valley FINISH PLACE: Jamison Valley

Paul Barton

ROUTE DESCRIPTION:

Dianne Hurst
Robert Bettis
David Angell
Ted Nixon
Brendon Anderson
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Off track bushwalk

P Members
Peter Cai

P members
Paul Notholt
Stephen Krouzecky
Joanna Penney

P Member
Genevieve Wilson
Dave McRae
Tony Murphy
Karen Darby
Romina Hemphill
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Date, Walk Location & Route

Participants

Saturday 26 May 2012
Dharug National Park GRADE: S223
START PLACE: Spencer FINISH PLACE: Spencer

Nigel Weaver

ROUTE DESCRIPTION:
– Spencer.

Robert Bettis
Margaret Weaver
John O’Riordan
Marina Chan
Jan Dormor
Lyn Terrey
Pam Campbell

Spencer – nearby hilltops and ridges

This proved to be a really rough walk. We had perfect weather, which was
fine and mild. However, this walk entails eight kilometres continuously offtrack. The problem is that the understory of the bush has thickened-up and
grown much higher over the last few years, no doubt boosted by the recent wet
summer. As a result, progress on this walk is now quite difficult. It was a very
scratchy and bruising affair. We walked on rock shelfs wherever we could, but
these provided only limited respite from the thick bush. On the plus side, we
enjoyed fabulous views of Hawkesbury River at three different clifftop lookouts,
and got great views towards Mt Yengo in the northern distance from one of the
hillsides. Despite the adverse walking conditions, we got back to Spencer at
4.35pm, where we finished this rough tough walk with coffees and hot chocolate
on the wharf opposite the Spence General Store whilst enjoying pleasant water
views.
Saturday 26 May 2012
Blue Mountains National Park GRADE: M221
START PLACE: Narrowneck FINISH PLACE: Narrowneck

Richard Pattison

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Katoomba multi-pitch abseiling

Tom Brennan
Sue Bucknell
Melinda Turner
Barbara Makepeace
Jason Lorch
Rebecca Lorch
Jacquie Yates
Alex Gould

A good day out on the cliffs of Katoomba with fantastic views of Mount Solitary,
Narrowneck and Lake Burragorang. It was a cold and windy day, the waterfall
from Wentworth Falls could be seen blowing vertically back up the hill.
The leader had planned the day like a game of chess, working out the abseil
order with instructions of who needed to be where, and with which rope, to
ensure an efficient descent to keep the party moving. We achieved the ambitious
objective, reaching the bottom of the third descent just after nightfall. Timings
from “car to car”: Castle Head = 4 hrs 30 mins (9 members); Malaita Point = 2
hrs 50 mins (8 members); Malaita Wall = 1 hrs 53 mins (4 members).
Thank you to Tom and Sue for your rope work assistance.

P Member
Ju Suntiruxpong

SBW Basic Skills Workshop 26 MAY, 2012
Navigation: David Trinder, First Aid: Patrick McNaught, Bushcraft:
Craig, Navigation: Ian Wolfe, First Aid: Patrick James, Bushcraft:
Richard
All prospectives passed all sections:
James Sample, Darryl Sullings, Karolina Adamczyk, Jane Fielding, Barbara
Gray, Meredith Junor, Sarah Zong, Rocío Pizarro, Sally Cotton, Trudy
Krajenbrink, James Somerville, Anna Sniezko, Nicky Williams, Karlie
Wilson, Marc Allas, Earl Hemphill, Stefan Whyte, Genevieve Wilson, Nadia
Nauss, Dave McRae, Catherine Omal, Vanessa Diener, Robert Ross, Romina
Hemphill

Can’t think of a walk to lead?
There are well over 1000 overnight and extended trips outlined in the Historical Walks Database.  This can be
found by logging in to the Members Area on our website:
http://www.sbw.org.au/
Then follow the link “Historical Walks Record”.
Here you will find a list of all the overnight or extended walks run by the club from its inception to the present
day. Look at the region you are interested in and see what walks have been done there in the past! Use this
wonderful resource to help plan your next walk!
The Sydney Bushwalker - May 2012
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Date, Walk Location & Route

Participants

Sunday 27 May 2012
Brisbane Water National Park GRADE: M221-L221
START PLACE: Brooklyn/Little Wobby Beach FINISH PLACE:
Wondabyne Station

Jim Close

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Reconnaissance Walk. Ferry from Brooklyn
to Little Wobby. Climb up to ridgeline behind Little Wobby under the
powerlines and then follow the track north to Tank Creek. Follow
track north to Mt Wondabyne and then north to westerly turnoff
from GNW and down to Kariong Falls and back up to southerly Fire
Trail and down into Wondabyne.

Shahram Landarini
Stanley Wong
Nima Zarbakht
Lesley Clarke
Annick Boismenu

We all gathered at the ferry terminal for the boat trip from Brooklyn to Little
Wobby departing at 7.30am. At Little Wobby we proceeded S until we hit
and open clearing. At this point we climbed SE up the gully following a clear
path under the powerlines to the top of the ridgeline until we reached the
main Highway Ridge Track. From high above Little Wobby, we watched the
powerboat races being held that day while the TV helicopters circled above.
Headed N once again to the intersection with Tank Creek and after heading
down the creek 200 m, had morning tea on a rocky ledge overlooking a fine
pool of water at about 10am. We heading NE out of Tank Creek and hit the
main Great North Walk fire trail. Following the clearly signposted directions
we made it to the top of Mt Wondabyne for lunch at 12.10pm. Heading NE
once again we crossed over the top of the Main Northern Railway tunnel which
was, at one stage, the longest straight tunnel in Australia. Following the GNW
towards the NW for approx 2 km, we then turned W and down into a deep gully.
Picked up our first geocache on the ridgeline and then headed down to Kariong
Falls. From here we climbed out of the gully and to the intersection of GNW
fire trail heading N out of Wondabyne Station. We were originally trying to
make it to Wondabyne for the 4.30pm train back to Brooklyn but realised we
could probably make it there a lot earlier. We arrived at Wondabyne Station
at 3.15pm in plenty of time to catch the 3.44pm train. Thanks to my fellow
walking comrades for making my first SBW walk as leader such a great day.
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Tracks and Access Report - 12th June
This report includes relevant extracts from the NPWS
“Park Closures” section of their web site at http://
www.environment.nsw.gov.au/NationalParks/FireClosure.aspx . For further information refer to the
link.  93 Parks have closed areas, there are no
fire bans.

Barrington Tops National Park
● Numerous Tree Falls have blocked Antarctic
Beech Forest Track, Gloucester Tops - Antarctic Beech Forest Track “long walk” is currently
partially closed - “short walk” is still available to
visitors.

Blue Mountains National Park
● Bents Basin closed to all water activities due to
flooding.  Glenbrook causeway may be closed due
to high water level.

Brindabella National Park
● Coree Summit Road is closed.

David Trinder

● Daniels Point Road in Jillibiy State Conservation
Area is closed between Watagan Forest Road and
Maculata Fire Trail until further notice.

Kanangra Boyd National Park
● Beefsteak Creek Fire trail closed
Kosciuszko National Park
● Bridge washed away on Buddong Falls Track
● General Park wide advice and warning - many
areas are flood affected - exercise extreme caution - Geehi Dam

Munmorah State Conservation Area
●

Part Road Closure Wybung Head Road

Murramarang National Park
● Mt Agony Rd (to Depot Beach) is closed for
bridge replacement (Ends 15 August)

Conjola National Park

Nattai National Park

● Closed areas, Bridge Replacement on Grasstree

● Access restrictions and river crossing warnings

Rd

Gardens of Stone National Park
● Due to wet weather the Ben Bullen Trail (from
Ben Bullen to Baal Bone Gap through Gardens of
Stone National Park and Wolgan State Forest) is
very difficult to pass with numerous boggy sections. It is likely that these conditions will persist
until it dries out.

Popran National Park
● Popran Creek Closed within Popran National
Park

Watagans National Park
● Bangalow Road, Bangalow and Gap Creek Camping areas are closed until further notice.

Jervis Bay National Park

Wollemi National Park

● Maintenance work on Scribbly Gum Track at

● California Trail is CLOSED

Greenfield Beach, Vincentia - Scribbly Gum
Walking Track is to undertake maintenance
work. The completion of the work & reopening
of the track is weather dependent.

● Track to Red Point, Jervis Bay National Park
closed (Ends Friday 21 September)

Jilliby State Conservation Area

● Glow Worm Tunnel Road 4WD only
Yerranderie State Conservation Area
● Closed areas
● Caution is required by bushwalkers at river
crossings, including the Wollondilly River, due to
elevated water levels.

SBW members are eligible for Free Paddy Pallin Club membership.
Take along the Paddy Pallin ad in this newsletter and they will honor this offer!
The Sydney Bushwalker - May 2012
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Coolana Report - May
2012
Don Finch

The She Oaks in tubes and small pots grown from Coolana
seed were growing well and it was time to plant them
out. There were 215 seedlings on our back desk to take to
Coolana. Five rolls of tree guard material were also in the
trailer and along with the other paraphernalia for a six day
trip to Coolana; it was an impressive load.
Ros, Don and Bill arrived early on Thursday morning
closely followed by another 12 tonne load of road gravel.
Ros and Bill made a start on planting the casuarinas along
the river bank starting about 250 meters west of the camping flat and working back east towards the flat. The last
fifty or so of these She oaks were planted along the Eastern
Flat. 200 star posts were purchased from KV and taken
to Coolana these along with the guards are part of the SCA
grant. There were not enough volunteers at Coolana over
the weekend to plant any trees under the SCA grant. However on Monday, Enviroquest sent along a team of four fit
young fellas who sprayed lantana large and small along the
WDT; they will be back for a follow-up in about six weeks.

WALK
MILFORD
SOUND
TRACK

Greg Stone called in on Friday to select photo points for the
VCA agreement. Rick and Barry joined the planting team;
they reported new growth on the lantana sprayed by the
SCA in November. Shahram arrived late on Friday evening
to help with the tree planting. Spiro arrived on Saturday
and joined the tree planting team; this work continued until Monday when there was only Barry and Ros left to carry
the flag. All but seven of the plants were in the ground, a
great effort for the small team.
The road gravel was steadily spread over the weekend and
the build-up of water-borne debris was raked or shovelled
out of the channels. Eight tonnes of the gravel were used:
that is eight tonnes to shovel into the trailer and eight
tonnes to shovel out. The result is a very good road into
the car park with some improvements further down the
hill. The battery in the toilet has failed and the small spare
from the tool shed has been installed. A new SLA battery is
required. Repairs were done on the creek crossing and Ros
spent Tuesday spraying weeds including patersons curse
on the EF. Ros also pulled out some individual plants of
noogura burr. Barry replaced the rusted screws in the ladder with gal screws but it is best not to leave this ladder out
in the open. The weather was great with mostly blue skies.

MILFORD TRACK GUIDED OR FREEDOM WALK
Guided or Freedom walks on New Zealand’s most
famous trails including Milford Track, Routeburn
Walk, Grand Traverse, Hollyford Track, Abel
Tasman Walk, Queen Charlotte Walk, North
Island’s Tongariro Crossing.
Departures from November to April
Early bookings essential

Tel: 1800 331 582
or (03) 5755 1743 or visit
www.outdoortravel.com.au

THEACTIVEHOLIDAYCOMPANY

Got a Tax Problem? Need to make some Donations before 30 June?
The Bushwalkers Wilderness Rescue Squad (BWRS) does great work for the community, http://www.bwrs.org.au/  and we have
recently been advised that they are an ATO endorsed Deductible Gift Recipient (DGR). Their ABN is 92 002 764 320. Donations
can be made to:
Account name: Bushwalkers Wilderness Rescue Squad
BSB: 062000       Account number: 10944466
A tax deductible receipt will be issued when the donations are received. Members paying by EFT should also send an email to
treasurer@bwrs.org.au (Mark Agnew) with a screen dump of the payment so that he can match donations against individuals.
Please appraise not only for yourself, but also for any Organisations that you are linked with.
The Colong Foundation is another option - refer: http://www.colongwilderness.org.au/joining.htm
As is the Friends of the Brush Tailed Rock Wallaby Association: http://www.rockwallaby.org.au/help
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Members can also make a donation to the SBW Coolana Fund or the SBW Conservation Fund (not tax deductible).
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The Midweek Walkers
Bill Holland

There have been a couple of busy and interesting months
for the Mid-Week Walkers. In early April nine of us
spent three days in Canberra with some sightseeing and
cycling. The weather was fine and in retrospect it would
have been better to have allocated more time to appreciate
autumn in our capital.

fortable. Interesting optional walks each day including
a visit to the old township ruins, Pipeline Pass and the
Glow Worm Tunnel. Costs will be in the vicinity of $120
per person for the week. Please advise if you would like
to be added to the list as numbers will be limited to avoid
overcrowding the cabins.

By time you read this, we will have visited Ben Ricketts
Cabins near Jamberoo in the Southern Highlands. The
week holds promise of excellent scenery and local attractions. More about it next month!
Later in the month sixteen of us stayed at Woorabinda
Lodge in Jindabyne. Maurie and Barbara Bloom organized this low cost and first class accommodation for us.
The mountain scenery was spectacular, particularly when
heavy snow fell on the upper areas around Perisher and
Charlottes Pass on Tuesday and Wednesday. This changed
the walking on those days but fine weather on Thursday
made up for this.

Planning for the balance of the year is now complete. The
dates are not final so changes can be made if required.
Please let me know if you are interested in joining us..
20th - 24th Aug: Return to Cutlers Cottage. The Myall
lakes were very popular last year
10th - 14th Sep: Youth Hostel – Pittwater. Close to the
city and an excellent location for day walks in the area
22th - 26th Oct: Holiday House at Woolgoolga.
Beach walking and rain forest.
19th - 23rd Nov: Dunns Swamp. It will not rain again
like it did last year!
I have also given thought to next year and from some of
the suggestions it seems we should be a little bit more
ambitious and aim for longer stays away – after all, many
of us have time to spare for such trips.  Here are some suggestions, please let me know your reaction:  
Broken Hill: (7 days) Train journey both ways. Stay in a
motel or similar. Visit local attractions and hire a car/s to
drive to interesting places near the city

In May we journeyed to Moonan Brook and encountered
cold but fine weather. There were eight of us. We walked
in the Barring Tops high country and around the local
area. The evenings in front of a roaring log fire was delightful. Moonan Brook was a very early gold mining area
and the old schoolhouse was well over 100 years old – very
historical. Our last evening was in the Moonan Flats hotel
where we were joined by SBW locals Anne Maguire and
Frank Grennan.. This was the hotel held up by Ben Hall
many years ago and local folk lore is that when he asked
the wife of the owner where the money was kept she replied “in a place where no gentleman would look” – and he
didn’t!   
July: Cabins at Newnes: Mon 23rd – Fri 27th  
We have stayed in these cabins a couple of times before
and enjoyed the walks and spectacular mountain scenery.
Our host, Thomas assists in making our stay very comThe Sydney Bushwalker - May 2012

Lamington National Park in Queensland: (14 days). This
would be an extended trip visiting national parks on the
way to Queensland and return. Places such as Bald Rock,
Apsley Gorge, Border Ranges and Mt. Barney with a day or
two in each area.
Southern NSW and Victoria: (14 days). Perhaps visiting Yanga National Park, Lake Mungo National Park, The
Grampians, Great Ocean Road etc.
The Mid Week Walkers are an informal gathering of people in SBW who find the time to enjoy walking, cycling,
kayaking during the quiet times of the week when others
are working hard to support us. If you would like to be
added to our Midweek Walkers mailing list please let me
know by contacting Bill Holland 4296 3084 or by email
to billholland@bigpond.com
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Conservation Report

● Lithgow City Council was presented with a copy of a

GROSE RIVER POLLUTION

●

Pam Campbell

On Thursday, 19 May Greens MP, Cate Faehrmann,
reported on ABC 1 that toxic chemicals were leaking into
the Wild Grose River in the Blue Mountains. The chemical
discharge is coming from the closed Canyon Colliery Mine
and flowing into a tributary which joins the head waters
of the Grose River. The mine was managed by Coalpac Pty
Ltd from 1987 to 1997 who said that doing nothing after the
closure was the best thing for the mine.
Scientist Ian Wright conducted water tests which were
confirmed by the Government that chemicals such as zinc
and nickel at 50-100 times the normal level are killing life
in the creek. Below the discharge point it is an ecological
desert but above the discharge point the water is pristine
and abundant with life.
Cate Faehmann, the Greens MLC, said ‘The mine closure
was approved by the Government but it is clear that the
regulation of mines is failing’.
See the ABC TV interview at the following hyperlink: http://
catefaehrmann.org/
Then go to Cate on ABC TV – Pollution in Blue Mountains
World Heritage Area

petition created by local residents in January 2012
evidencing the majority objected to the proposal
entirely.
Justin McKee from the Blue Mountains
Conservation Society made a statement to the
press that locals deserve to have answers before the
public exhibition period for the project proposal
ends in June.

For the full story go to: http://bluemountains.org.au/

80TH ANNIVERSARY of the BLUE GUM
FOREST CAMPAIGN, SUNDAY 2 SEPTEMBER
2012
The Blue Gum Forest was first saved from destruction
in 1931-32. A group from Sydney Bushwalkers club,
led by Alan Rigby, was camped in the forest when they
chanced upon a Bilpin farmer, Clarrie Hungerford.
Hungerford had a lease of the forest and told the
bushwalkers he planned to clear the blue gums to
plant walnuts. The bushwalkers went away and started
a campaign to stop him. Eventually, they raised 130
pounds which they paid Hungerford in exchange for his
relinquishing the lease. There will be more about plans
in the coming months:
The Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Experience
www.worldheritage.org.au

THE GARDENS OF STONE NO MINING
CAMPAIGN
The Coalpac Consolidation Project proposal
threatens to open-cut and highwall-mine 1,088 hectares of
the Ben Bullen State Forest, 30 kilometres north of Lithgow.
If approved it will destroy the habitat for hundreds of native
plants and animals as well as the water table and soil thus
affecting the residents of the local area.
The latest news:
● The SBW Conservation Officer sent a submission
(due 1 June 2012) on behalf of SBW to the
Department of Planning and Infrastructure
objecting to the Coalpac Consolidation Project
proposal.
● Justine McKee talked to Cullen Bullen residents
about how to lodge a submission with the NSW DPI
to formally object. The workshop was attended by
70 people!
● Residents heard from Coalpac representatives on
the latest information about its project. Residents
voiced their mistrust for the company due to a
host of ongoing problems they are faced with from
Coalpac’s current operations such as health issues,
damage to property the company will not repair,
intrusive sound levels, mud on the roads and a
dusty environment.
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The latest edition of the Confederation of
Bushwalking Clubs magazine is now available.
It can be downloaded at:
http://www.bushwalking.org.au/mag.html
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Training Opportunities
Abseiling and Vertical Rescue Instructors Course
Pre-Requisites Skills And/Or Qualifications
The course is targeted at experienced participants who aim
to learn the necessary skills to become an abseiling and
improvised vertical rescue skills instructor. It is desirable
that course applicants have a roping background in
abseiling, canyoning and/or rock climbing.
Students are enrolled in units of competency from the
TAFE NSW Certificate 3 & 4 In Outdoor Recreation. On
course completion students will receive a TAFE NSW
transcript indicating successfully completed units.  
All training and assessment will be in the upper Blue
Mountains.
Units
The national units of competence from the Outdoor
Recreation Training package covered in this course are:
Abseiling Single Pitch Natural Surfaces
SISOABN202A – safeguard an abseiler using a single
rope belay system
SISOABN303A - apply single pitch abseiling skills on
natural surfaces
SISOABN304A - establish ropes for single pitch abseiling
on natural surfaces
SISOABN408A - instruct abseiling activities on natural
surfaces (single pitch)
Vertical Rescue
SISOVTR301A - perform vertical rescues
Dates* September 1 & 2
September 15 & 16
September 22 & 23
October 20 & 21 -1st assessment
November 2, 3 & 4 - 2nd Assessment
*Based on previous qualifications participants may not be
required to undertake all training components
Group Size
There are 8 positions available for this course and
positions are secured via enrolment and payment
Student Cost
The course cost per student is the TAFE NSW fee of
$492.00. Concessions apply for eligible students. A
materials fee of $75 is also charged for equipment usage
and hire.
Contact Details
Jeff Boyton
Lithgow TAFE College
PO Box 297 - Lithgow NSW 2790
Phone: 02 63 520453
Email: jeff.boyton@tafensw.edu.au
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Cross-Country Skiing Instruction
30 June - 1 July Beginners Instructional and Social
Weekend (Grade: 1A)
Saturday Instructional will be a full day formal lesson
with a qualified instructor for beginner skiers. Instruction
includes flat and easy areas: stance and star turns, teaching
fall and recovery, step turn plus snow plough slide and
brake. For steep slope areas: herringbone climbing, side
stepping, traversing and kick turns. Also groomed track
area: equipment settings, basic diagonal stride and double
poling.  Saturday Evening Social Night will be held from
6:30pm at the Jindabyne Bowling Club.
Sunday Instructional is planned to consolidate Saturday’s
lessons and will further your learning and improve your
skills while doing an easy touring trip. You will tour out
from Perisher away from the resort.
Meeting point for both days will be at the NPWS visitor
centre at Perisher for a 9:30am ski start, with route taken
subject to weather and ability of all skiers. We will return
to the centre around 4:30pm.
Cost: $50 for members instructional only. Accom cost TBA.
Payment is required immediately upon booking, a place
will not be held unless payment is received. Payment is non
refundable unless it is taken up by someone else. Preferred
payment method is via direct deposit into the club’s
account: National Australia Bank BSB 082 445 Account
No: 187 340 098 Account Name: NSW NORDIC SKI CLUB.
Note: you must enter your name & instructional in the
reference field (e.g. “JSmith Instructional”)
Coordinator: Ian Griffith H 9456 3330, mob 0417 415 825,
email kosiman75@yahoo.com.au
21 -22 July Intermediate Instructional and Social
Weekend (Grade: 2B)
Saturday Instructional will be a full day formal lesson with
a qualified instructor aimed at confident intermediate and
advanced skiers. Instructional includes steep slope area:
christie, basic and stem, pole planting, parallel turns and
telemark turns, incorporating stance, lead changes and
basic linked turns.  Saturday Evening Social Night will be
6:30pm at the Jindabyne Bowling Club.
Sunday Instructional will take you into some ‘not so easy’
terrain so you can further improve your skills under the
watchful eye of the instructor.
Cost: $50 for instructional. Payment conditions and details
as per Beginner’s Instructional.
Coordinator: David Gentle mob: 0416 245 927, email:
david.gentle@omegarisk.com.au

Note: Non-members will need to sign up for a membership
($35 annual) when registering.
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The Man from Coxs River
- Part I
Russell Kilbey

Russell Kilbey spent two years filming Luke Carlon and
his crew of stockman as they tried to capture and relocate
the Brumbies of the Burragorang.

would be on horseback.
Horses have been trapped and removed from other
National Parks but always with the luxury of roads or at
least four wheel drive access. Historically, the Burragorang
Valley, only 80 kilometers from Sydney CBD was always
a difficult place to access, which is why it was settled by
Irish rebels and not a few bushrangers. After the valley was
drowned, there were only a couple of rough fire trails left.
Luke said plainly that the safety of his crew and the
animals would always have to come first and pointed out
that a documentary crew would be an extra burden he
didn’t really need. I assured him that I was used to sleeping
rough and didn’t mind walking in the bush even if it meant
carrying all the camera equipment on our backs. He looked
at me quizzically. I tried to hide my soft city hands.

I first met Luke Carlon at a meeting we were having with
the NPWS head office to try and convince them it would
be a good idea to film the capture of the last mobs of wild
horses in the Blue Mountains National Park. Luke didn’t
say much, smiling and looking out of place in his old
flannelette shirt amongst the rangers and smartly dressed
bureaucrats from the NSW department of Conservation,
Environment and Climate Change. Brumbies, or wild
horses, are a very sensitive issue for the Parks Service as
some years back the culling of a group of horses in the
Guy Fawkes National Park using helicopters had caused a
public relations disaster and a government inquiry.

A few months later, after a bone-jarring hour and half in
Luke’s ancient Bedford truck, our horses on the back, we
pulled into a small clearing. This was at Hays Crossing,
Cedar creek in the forbidden Burragorang Valley and this
was to become base camp for the horse relocation project
for the next year. Luke had already set up a small camp
that looked like something Ned Kelly would have left
behind. As we saddled up our horses I mentioned I hadn’t
ridden for quite some time, I heard an expression I was to
hear many times over the next two years- ”You’ll be right,
mate”.

Those were the bad old days and the service was keen
to show that they were now committed to removing and
relocating the horses as humanely as possible. After
consultation with various interest groups from the Brumby
Preservation Society to the bushwalkers, environmentalists
and local cattlemen Luke was offered the task of trying to
capture these wily animals.
The Carlon family has a long history in the MegalongBurragorang area raising Cattle along the Coxs River when
it was still Crown land. Luke’s Grandparents Norbert
and Alice welcomed many a bushwalker into their small
homestead at Green Gully whilst his parents took many
riders along the Cox with their world famous tourist
attraction Pack-Saddlers.
Catching brumbies with no roads in the rugged gorges
along the Cox would be no easy job. The horses were
rumoured to be the descendants of pit ponies used to work
the silver and shale mines in the area, set free when the
mines closed down. They had roamed the area around
the Coxs river for over a hundred odd years and since the
graziers and guesthouses were moved on and the area was
flooded to create Lake Burragorang in the late fifties, they
had the Lakes foreshore and wooded hills and gorges all
to themselves. There were estimated to be about sixty of
them roaming in small mobs over an area of hundreds of
square kilometers. To complicate matters the whole area
they roamed was both a highly restricted water catchment
and a declared wilderness area so the operation had to take
place with as little human impact as possible. Ironically all
of the transport except for some heavy lifting by helicopter,
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Ranger Chris Bannfy, Special Areas
Soon we were riding in the forest, a beguiling mixture
of myrtles, black wattle and sassafras draped in native
passionfruit and lawyer vine with small rocky creek
crossings on a track that Luke had cut through over the last
month or two. I followed behind Luke and his packhorse,
who was loaded up with six hessian bags of feed, on a
sturdy old horse called Smokey. Besides the barbs of the
lawyer vine, the spikes of the blackthorn and the jagged
rocks underfoot this wasn’t too bad, I thought.
........to be continued.
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15 September 2012
CHALLENGE YOURSELF FOR A
GREAT CAUSE
Teams of 4-6 will walk 5, 13, 25 or
45km to raise funds for education
projects in an isolated and mountainous
region of East Timor.
Each trekker will raise a minimum of
$150 in sponsorship.

Your muscles will ache and your perseverance and stamina will be tested on
these steep and spectacular Blue Mountains trails. But what a difference it will
make to the young people in one of the poorest countries in the world.
Alternatively you can just stay home and make a donation or sponsor your
favourite team!

www.trekfortimorbm.org.au

Auspiced by Mountains
Community Research
Network

The Sydney Bushwalker - May 2012

Held in the Blue Mountains
Na�onal Park, part of the
Greater Blue Mountains World
Heritage Area
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June 2012 Social Program
Christine McColl

All meetings are held at the Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre at 7:35 pm unless otherwise indicated. Please assemble
downstairs in order to allow the Yoga Class to conclude in “tranquillity”

June
13 June 8pm		

New Members Night

Introduction to SBW for Prospective members
20 June 7.35pm

Carino caotico – the chaotic charm of life in Peru

Susi Prescott first went to Peru in 2006. She is still there, hopelessly ensnared by this country of surprising contrasts:
its landscape of breathtaking beauty and brooding menace; the lusty exuberance and pious devotion of its people;
its rich intellectual heritage still battling stubborn ignorance; its economic prosperity alongside relentless grinding
poverty. Susi will share her experiences in words, music and image. Copies of her two books published in Peru, ‘A
Desert of Dreams’ (2008) and ‘The Poet, the Teacher and the Traveller’ (2011) will be on sale, with all proceeds going
to ‘Elohim’, the little desert slum school outside Arequipa which changed Susi’s life.

July
4 July 8pm		

Committee Meeting

Observers welcome
11 July 8pm		

New Members Night

Introduction to SBW for prospective members
18 July 7:35pm

Mid Winter Feast

Banish those winter blues, catch up with old and new friends and plot more trips…come to the SBW mid winter feast.
All you have to do is turn up with a plate of food..the club provides the drinks, plates etc. A not to be missed evening!
In addition to the normal feasting we will be conducting the SBW Photographic Competition. Pictures will be “projected” concurrent with the other activities. Members are encouraged to peruse their Digital photos and send in 1
photo for each of the following categories: Flora, Fauna, Scenery, People/Person and Quirky.  We also need 3 Judges
to pick and announce the winners.  Please send photos to: communications@sbw.org.au

August
August 1 8pm

Committee Meeting

Observers welcome
August 8 8pm

New Members Night

Introduction to SBW for prospective members
August 15 7:35pm

Is it a Banksia or a Bottlebrush?

Explore the vast array of plants in the Sydney region, starting with the flannel flower, our club emblem. Come along
whether you are a novice, or wanting to learn more. Find out how to identify that plant. Club member Margaret
Weaver will lead us in this fascinating excursion through the botany of the areas in which we walk.

COME AND SUPPORT OUR GUEST SPEAKERS!
Why not come along and meet for dinner at Kirribilli before one of the social evenings?  If you have any ideas for
social events, contact Christine McColl: social@sbw.org.au.  Have you had a great trip somewhere you would like to
share? Let us know!
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